DAILY CRIME LOG
MONTH: JULY 2016
CASE #

DATE

TIME

LOCATION

INCIDENT

CLASSIFICATION

1607-0001 7/5/16
1607-0002 7-10-16

1308
1406

REAR LIB
NSC

PROPERTY DAMAGE
MISCELLANEOUS –
SUSPICIOUS PERSON

1607-0003 7-12-16

1038

NSU

MEDICAL CALL

1607-0004 7-12-16

1205

LIBRARY

Misc.Incident (Computers
relocated after building flooded)

8/2/2016

A-ARREST

Suspicious person was reported
being seen in the Annapolis
Room (Student Center) which
appeared to be homeless without
I.D. on them. Subject was
escorted by officers to a nearby
vehicle that appeared to be lived
in. MD Board of Nursing report
was ran and it was determined
the subject is a registered &
current Registered Nurse and
current BSU student.
Student was suffering from
dizziness with numbness & pain
on their left side of the body.
Student refused medical
treatment and advised they had
medication for the condition in
their residential dwelling.
Officers assisted student with
retrieving their medication from
their resident dwelling.
Room 082 located in Thurgood
Marshall Library flooded &
computers were moved/stored to
an unsecured location, room 078
on 03/21. On 7/8, 6 computers
were discovered missing. July 15
2016 the computers were
discovered in room 092D. They
JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

ARREST
JA

OFC.
I.D.
1146
1139

1146

1144
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1607-0005 7/10/16

0140

BACK 40

MISC – REQUEST FOR HELP

1607-0006 07/13/16

1220

HALEY

MEDICAL EMERGENCY

1607-0007 07/14/16

0740

Stadium
Track

Property Damage

1607-0008 7/20/16

1156

LIBRARY

PROPERTY DAMAGE

1607-0009 07-19-16

2230

PARKING

INJURED PERSON

8/2/2016

A-ARREST

were relocated from their
original locations by the Asset
Management Department when
the department was relocated.
PG County Police notified BSU
Dispatch office of a person in
need of assistance. The subject
was located by a joint effort of
police jurisdictions. He was not
on BSU property and appeared
to be intoxicated. The incident
was yielded to PG County
Police.
Sick student in Alex Haley
which suffers with bipolar
syndrome, took his medication
but did not eat. Refused medical
attention and was advised to eat.
Unknown vehicle damaged a
light pole (leaving purple paint)
at the football stadium while
backing his vehicle out.
Investigation revealed a student
did drive a vehicle matching the
paint on the pole. Student later
contacted campus safety of the
incident.
Library side window was found
broken out of a door leading to
the mechanical area. It’s
unknown who or what caused
the damage to the door.
Employee reported an injury.
JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

1115

1144

1144

1112

1128
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LOT E

1607-0010 07-20-16

1210

STUDENT
CENTER

1607-0011 07-22-16

1400

NSU

1607-0012 07-25-16

1127

Mckeldin

8/2/2016

Reported he employee bumped
his shoulder on the front door of
a departmental vehicle in
January of 2016. Employee has
reported pain at the time of the
incident which later subsided.
Employee sought medical
attention from a private
physician in February
2016.Employee complains of
pain currently progressing.
MEDICAL EMERGENCY
Student was walking and
suddenly fell to the floor.
Student stated he heard a pop
when he fell and felt instant
pain. The area was free of
obstacles and the floor was dry.
EMS was called and transported
student to the hospital.
POSSIBLE FRAUD
Bookstore (student center)
received an online purchase for a
laptop computer. The requester
picked up the laptop and then
tried to order another laptop
under a different name. A
different person attempted pick
up the 2nd item up which was
declined by the bank.
Investigation revealed, the owner
of the credit card had not
cancelled nor reported the card
stolen.
Miscellaneous – telephone misuse A suspended BSU student
contacted an employee
A-ARREST

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

1144

1146

1144
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complaining of not being able to
register for classes. Student has
been on interim suspension since
2014 due to mental health issues
and will remain suspended until
further notice has been given.

8/2/2016

A-ARREST

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS
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8/2/2016

A-ARREST

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

